Science Materials
Picture

Item Name

Item Description

Science Kit #1

Kit Includes: tornado tube, 1 pack bug paper, window
thermometer, color paddles, 12 magnifying glasses, flashlight,
telescope, 5 measuring cups, 4 measuring spoons, 2 rulers, 2
compasses, black thread, long tube, straws, and container of
metal shavings.

Science Kit #2

Kit Includes: rain gauge, 2 magnet wands, slides for microscope,
water droppers and 2 magnifying glasses.

Color and Light Experiment
Kit

Kit Includes: periscope, 5 magnifying glasses, 6 color paddles, 2
mirrors, sun print kit, prism, food coloring, 4 water droppers,
large round bubble wand, 4 cardboard tubes, activity cards,
reflective lenses, color and light prediction chart, and the book
"The Science Book of Color"

Magnet Experiment Kit

Kit Includes: Book "The Science of Magnets", large magnets,
magnetic fishing pole with three fish, 2 magnet wants, large
magnet, 2 containers of metal shavings 20 small magnet balls,
bag on magnetic color tiles, bag of small magnets and metal
objects, container of small metal pieces, loadstone (rock with
metal), activity cards, and prediction chart.

Sea Life Exploration Kit

Kit Includes: Large net, 7 large sea animals, 20 sea animal
cutouts/poster, 2 stencil boards, activity book, 2 starfish, 6 large
sponge animals, sea life book, 10 sea animal cutouts for flannel
board, reusable sticker book with 20 sea animals stickers, ocean
life info sheet, shadow game, and a bag of 26 small shells and
animals

Sink/Float Experiment Kit

Kit Includes: "The Science of Water" book, bucket, experiment
poster, and a variety of small objects to use for your sink or float
experiment.

Bug Experiment Kit

Kit Includes: "Spiders!" book, "How to Hide a Butterfly" book,
bug exploration kit, lacing insects, 2 ladybug compasses, 2 packs
of butterfly string decoration, butterfly and flower cutouts, 4
magnifying glasses, 2 wooden tongs, ruler, bug dominoes games,
and matching ladybug game.

Beach Exploration Kit

Kit Includes: "Day at the Beach" book, ocean animal magnets,
magnifying viewing container, foam fish stickers, 3 starfish, sand
dollar, beach stickers, magnifying glass, seashell matching game,
fish confetti, bag of small conch shells, and bag of seashells.

Color Lenses

Hexogen shaped lenses. Colored lenses, mirror lens, and
multifaceted lens.

Sensory Blocks

Two sets of sensory blocks. Includes three textured blocks, three
sound blocks, and three visual blocks.

Butterfly Life Cycle Dominoes

Butterfly life cycle dominoes game includes 36 dominoes with
pictures of different stages of the butterfly life cycle, 1 poster,
and directions.

Who's Baby? Puzzle Game

2 piece puzzles with mother animals and matching baby animals.
There are 16 puzzles that match and three with missing matches.

What's That Sound? Bingo
Game

Bingo sound game that includes 4 bingo cards, bingo chips, and
tape of sounds.

Shadow Match Game

Matching picture to shadows game. Game includes 2 game
boards and 34 cards.

What's Inside Animals

2 pacts of x-ray cards that show the animals on one side and
show the x-rays on the other side. Bones can be seen from the
front of the cards when it is held up to the light. One pack is
missing one of the cards.

Insect Life Cycle Cards

Life cycle cards for bees, butterflies, ants, ladybugs, and fireflies.

Bugs/Insects

A variety of large bugs and insects.

Turtles

A variety of turtles.

Magnifying Glasses

2 wooden magnifying glasses and 5 plastic magnifying glasses.

Binoculars

2 pairs of binoculars

Telescope

Expandable telescope.

Tweezers

6 jumbo tweezers.

Eyedroppers

11 eyedroppers

Fountain Connections

A connection tube that goes between 2 2-liter bottles to make a
fountain.

Wall Thermometer

Thermometer to measure temperature, either indoors or
outdoors.

